
Note: An unfinished lesson for adults interested in… 

 

Cursive writing – a dying art. 
 

•On the 2006 SAT, a United States college entrance exam, only 15 percent of the students wrote  

 their essay answers in cursive 

•In 2008, only 12 percent of teachers reported having taken a course in how to teach cursive 

•This year, Illinois, Indiana, and Hawaii, announced that their schools will no longer be required  

 to teach cursive, and instead will teach "keyboard proficiency" 

 

Sounds reasonable, right? 

 

Consider this: Recently, 1st graders who could write only 10 to 12 letters per minute were given 

45 minutes of handwriting instruction for 9 weeks; their writing speed doubled, their expressed 

thoughts became more complex, and their sentence construction skills increased. 

 

Spencerian Script, 1850-1925 
 

Developed by Platt Rogers Spencer 

 

Penmanship style that could be written quickly, legibly, and elegantly 

For business correspondence and personal letter-writing 

Somewhat laborious b/c it was ornate, used fingers rather than whole arm 

  

Spencerian Key to Practical Penmanship, 1866, published by his sons 

blank copybook for students to practice in 

 

Ford Motor Company Logo is written in Spencerian script 

As is the original Coca-Cola logo. 

 

Replaced by the simpler Palmer Method… 

 

6 Principals: 

1) free motion of hand and arm 

2) 8 “principles” (constituent components of letters) 

3) 52° slant 

4) lower case has “gentle and flowing” curves 

5) upper case has “bold, free, and beautiful” ovals 

6) a variety of practical and beautiful capital letters  

  

Materials Needed: 

1) lined paper – good enough so writing doesn’t show through on the back 

2) blotting paper – to prevent hands from soiling paper 

3) ruled lines – to place under paper that has no lines 

4) steel-tipped pens (superior to quills) 



5) wooden pen holder 

6) quick drying black ink – not blue or green (too corrosive) and not glossy (does not 

penetrate the paper)  

7) penwipers – preferably chamois 

8) glass ink stands – preferably removable for filling and cleaning, preferably attached to 

desks 

9) tables, desks, and chairs of correct height – elbow should rest at 90° angle on top of desk 

10) ruled blackboard 

11)  charts 

12)  metronome (downward strokes on beat, upward on intervals) 

 

  

Importance of proper posture (see Spencer book). 


